We perform a numerical study using both determinantal and constrain path Monte Carlo methods to investigate the magnetic and pairing properties of the single-band Hubbard model on the triangular lattice. We find that the system in the filling region ͗n͘ = 1.5-1.85 shows a short-ranged ferromagnetic correlation, and the on-site Coulomb interaction tends to strengthen ferromagnetic fluctuation slightly. It is shown that the large density of states near the Van Hove singularity point plays an important role in the enhancement of ferromagnetic fluctuation. In the ferromagnetic region, we observe that the f-wave pairing correlation tends to increase faster than other pairing correlations. However, it is subtle to stabilize the f-wave pairing since the effective pairing interaction was found to be very small.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a growing interest in studying the correlated electron system on frustrated lattices such as a two-dimensional triangular lattice. 1, 2 This was stimulated by the discovery of Na x CoO 2 ·yH 2 O ͑Ref. 3͒ and organic conductors such as -͑DIETS͒ 2 ͓Au͑CN͒ 4 ͔, 4 which show interesting magnetic, charge, and superconductivity properties. The one-band Hubbard model, which is the minimal model to describe interacting electrons, has been used to understand the fascinating physical properties of low-dimensional correlated electron systems. [5] [6] [7] Most of them have been extensively studied but not all are well understood. Among them, one of an old and still unclear issues concerns the ferromagnetic property of itinerant electrons. After extensive studies of the Hubbard model and its extended versions, there are still only few rigorous results about ferromagnetic properties. These results mainly include three kinds. The first exact result of the Hubbard model comes from the so-called Nagaoka state. 8 In the system that has an infinite local repulsion, a single electron above half-filling favors the saturated ferromagnetic ground state for certain lattices. These conclusions have been clarified and improved by extensive studies. [9] [10] [11] Second, there exists the so-called Lieb ferromagnetism 12 in multiband systems. A system of halffilled bipartite lattices with different numbers of sublattice sites has a unique ferromagnetic-type ground state. These two kinds of ferromagnetism are applicable to the system containing full-filled energy bands without the itinerant electron, which is usually viewed as an insulator. The third one was proposed by Mielke 13, 14 and Tasaki, 15, 16 arguing that a system with nearly flat and partially filled band has a global stable ferromagnetic ground state, if there is no single spinflip ground state. Since the system contains partially filled bands, it can be interpreted as metallic ferromagnetism. This kind of ferromagnetism may be partially polarized or saturated. There are quite a lot of efforts studying both numerically and analytically devoted to this scenario of metallic ferromagnetism. [17] [18] [19] [20] It has been known for some times that the geometry of the lattice system, the shape of density of states ͑DOS͒ distribution, and the large degeneracy of singleparticle energy level are crucial to the stability of the ferromagnetic state. [21] [22] [23] The triangular lattice, compared to the square lattice, has a higher degeneracy on single-particle energy level and asymmetric distribution of DOS, so it favors stronger ferromagnetic correlation under some situations. The scenario takes place on the triangular lattice having a large DOS region close to the Van Hove singularity point. In this case, if the particle density is high and U 0, electrons near the Fermi surface polarized with the same spin may occupy the higher single-particle level according to the Pauli exclusion principle, and the kinetic energy enhancement is not significant because the large DOS makes the width among single-particle levels narrow. On the other hand, the local Coulomb interaction is less active in such a state and the potential energy is reduced. For sufficiently large U, states with total spin S 0 may have lower energy than the state with S = 0. This may result in a ferromagnetic fluctuation of itinerant ͑or metallic͒ nature, as it takes place in a partially filled single band with a finite dispersion. The underlying assumption in this picture is that switch on interaction U does not significantly change the DOS distribution, at least in the region around the Fermi surface.
The pairing correlation behaviors play a very important role in studying superconductivity. On the triangular lattice, a variety of pairing correlation behaviors have been reported in different filling regions with different interactions, and some of them are not conclusive and even contradictive. In the Hubbard model, both d-wave and p-wave superconducting states are stable in the low electron filling region, as suggested by the perturbation theory, 24, 25 but the d + id wave with antiferromagnetic exchange interaction was claimed to be more stable by the renormalization group calculation. 26 The low density with disconnected Fermi surface fluctuation exchange calculation suggests a possibility to the f-wave pairing. 27, 28 On the other hand, symmetry-based considerations combined with available experimental data suggest a spin-triplet superconductivity mechanism around the superconducting region, which is near three-quarter filling, as the hexagonal Fermi surface in this case produces a stronger spin-triplet pairing tendency. 29 In the t-J model, usually considered as the strong coupling limit of the Hubbard model, both mean field analysis and variational Monte Carlo studies suggest that ͑d + id͒-wave superconductivity is stable near half-filling. 1, 30, 31 The high-temperature expansion calculation suggests that in the high electron density region, a rapid growth of effective d-wave pairing interaction indicates the resonating-valence-bond superconductivity, while in the lowdensity region, the f-wave pairing dominates, although its effective interaction is small. 32 In this paper, we investigate ferromagnetic fluctuation and the behavior of pairing correlation near the Van Hove singularity point ͑away from the half-filling͒ on the triangular lattice. Specifically, we mainly study the electron filling region 1.5Ͻ ͗n͘ Ͻ 1.85. We study the system in two ways: the grand canonical ensemble at finite temperature and the canonical ensemble at zero temperature. For the grand canonical ensemble, we use the determinant Quantum Monte Carlo method 33 to calculate the spin susceptibility and several kinds of pairing susceptibility ͑unequal-time correlations in the imaginary-time direction͒. For the canonical ensemble system, we employ the constrained path Monte Carlo ͑CPMC͒ method to compute the ground state energy in different combinations of n ↑ , number of spin up particles, and n ↓ , number of spin down particles. We also analyze our numerical results under the theoretical frame developed by Miekle 14 and Arrachea 21 to explore the existence of ferromagnetism.
II. MODEL
The Hamiltonian of the single-band Hubbard model on a triangular lattice reads
where ͗i , j͘ denotes the nearest-neighbor lattice sites i and j, t is the hopping matrix element, U is the on-site repulsive interaction, and is the chemical potential. Here, c i ͑c i + ͒ annihilates ͑creates͒ a particle with spin at site i. The sign of t can be positive or negative, which corresponds to electron and hole picture, respectively. The sign has no physical meaning since both pictures can be related by a particle-hole transformation:
In the rest of the paper, we will take ͉t͉ = 1 as the energy unit and t Ͼ 0, which means that the Hamiltonian describes the electrons' behavior of the system.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the model is set on a triangular lattice with hexagonal shape. There are 2N sites on the diagonal, and the site number of this series of lattice is 3N
2 . This lattice setting reserves most geometric symmetries of the triangular lattice, and the data points in the first Brillouin zone ͑BZ͒ include all the high symmetry points such as ⌫, M, and K ͑shown in the right side of Fig. 1͒ . In the noninteracting case ͑U =0͒, the band dispersion reads
This dispersion shows a logarithmic Van Hove singularity at E =2t, and at this energy value, the Fermi surface is hexagonal and the area is exactly 3 4 of the whole BZ. 34 This dispersion implies that high DOS occurs when E F Ͼ 2t corresponding to electron filling above 1.5. This high DOS contributes to the strengthening of ferromagnetic spin fluctuation in this region.
In order to study the magnetic correlations on the triangular lattice, we calculate the spin susceptibility in the z direction at frequency =0,
where
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the filling regions under investigation, the spin susceptibility behaviors are qualitatively the same. First, we present here the result at electron filling ͗n͘ = 1.75. Figure 2 shows ͑q͒ versus q at different temperatures for U =4͉t͉ on a 108-site lattice. One can see that ͑q͒ has a broad peak around the ⌫ point of the BZ, indicating that the system exhibits a certain kind of ferromagnetic fluctuation. One can also see that the peak ͑q͒ at q = 0 does not grow rapidly with decreasing temperature. In the temperature range of 0.17͉t͉ ഛ T ഛ 0.33͉t͉, the growth of ͑q =0͒ seems to be slow. Figure  3 shows similar results for the case of U =8͉t͉. It is shown that the behavior at U =8͉t͉ is similar to the one at U =4͉t͉. At the same temperature, ͑q =0͒ at U =8͉t͉ is relatively larger than that at U =4͉t͉, suggesting that the on-site Coulomb interaction U tends to strengthen the ferromagnetic fluctuation. However, the numerical difficulty prevents further observation on temperature lower than T = 0.333͉t͉, and there is no conclusive result about the low-temperature behavior of ͑q , U =8͉t͉͒. In Fig. 4 , we show the results of ͑q͒ as a function of interaction strength U and ␤ on three different lattices: 48 sites, 108 sites, and 147 sites. The data for dif- ferent lattice sizes basically agree within statistical error. Since ͑q͒ obtained by summing up all lattice sites does not increase with the lattice size, we conclude that the ferromagnetic correlations in this system are short ranged. Figure 5 shows the behavior of ͑q͒ at different fillings for U =4͉t͉, and T is fixed at 0.167͉t͉. Figure 6 shows ͑q =0͒ at different fillings and temperatures. It is clearly seen that the ferromagnetic fluctuation is strengthened when electron filling moves to the region with higher DOS in the noninteracting case, and ͑q =0͒ grows faster when one moves toward ͗n͘ = 1.5. This indicates that the high DOS region favors the ferromagnetic fluctuation.
The occurrence of ferromagnetic ground state can also be inferred by comparing energies at different spin subspaces. In Table I , we show numerical results of the ground state energy obtained by the CPMC method. To simplify the CPMC simulations, we have used the hole picture for high fillings of electrons, i.e., describing the system with a negative t and hole filling 2 − ͗n͘. We compare four cases on the 108-site lattice: ͑1͒ case 1, 13 holes with spin up and 1 hole with spin down versus 7 up and 7 down ͑total of 14 holes, corresponding to electron filling ͗n͘ electron Ϸ 1.87͒; ͑2͒ case 2, 
͑Color online͒ Magnetic susceptibility ͑q͒ versus the momentum q at various temperatures down to T = 0.333͉t͉ for U =8͉t͉. The filling is the same as the previous U =4͉t͉ case. Table I and Fig. 7 show that as the Hubbard U is increased, the energy difference ⌬ = E 0 u − E 0 e between the paramagnetic ground state and the partially polarized ground state is reduced for most cases, suggesting that the ferromagnetic instability increases with increasing Coulomb interaction. In the figure, it is clearly shown that the energy difference is smaller for high fillings of electrons than that for low fillings of electrons. In particular, around the Van Hove singularity point, the energy levels get closer to each other compared to other regions, where we observe pronounced ferromagnetic fluctuations. These results give a very good example to quantitatively support the theoretical scenario mentioned above.
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Our calculations also extend across the Van Hove singularity point to the ͗n͘ Ͻ 1.5 region. The data become much more fluctuating and the peak of ͑q͒ seems to shift toward the M point. This may be caused by the competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic fluctuations. Since antiferromagnetic correlations are strong around the half-filling region, 34, 35 they may dominate the shape of ͑q͒ in a wide filling range up to near the Van Hove singularity point. We TABLE I. Comparison of ground state energies for the same number of total particles in different spin subspaces: ͑1͒ spin up equal to spin down and ͑2͒ spin up unequal to spin down. We show the results at four different fillings. U = 0 case corresponds to the noninteracting case, t Ͼ 0 implies that the particle stands for electron, and t Ͻ 0 for hole. Here, ⌬ = ͑E 0 u − E 0 e ͒ is the energy difference between two spin subspaces. E 0 u corresponds to the system with unequal numbers of spin up and spin down particles, while E 0 e corresponds to the system with equal numbers of spin up and spin down particles. FIG. 6. ͑Color online͒ ͑q =0͒ versus filling at U =4͉t͉. The filling varies from ͗n͘ = 1.85 to the value around the filling ͗n͘ = 1.5 corresponding to the Van Hove singularity point of the noninteracting case. The temperature varies from T = 1.000͉t͉ to T = 0.167͉t͉. : 14|2 8|8  t<0: 14|2 8|8  t<0: 14|2 8|8  t<0: 14|2 8|8  t<0: 20|8 14|14  t<0: 20|8 14|14  t<0: 20|8 14|14  t<0: 20|8 14|14  t>0: 13|1 7|7  t>0: 13|1 7|7  t>0: 13|1 7|7  t>0: 13|1 7|7  t>0: 19|7 13|13  t>0: 19|7 13|13  t>0: 19|7 13|13  t>0: 19|7 13|13 108 argue that in this region, although the ferromagnetic fluctuation cannot overwhelm the antiferromagnetic fluctuation, the competition between them will suppress antiferromagnetic correlations and the peak of ͑q͒ moves toward the M point, between K point and ⌫ point. These results agree with previous studies using different methods. For example, the mean field study 34 showed that the ferromagnetic correlation is more favorable near the Van Hove singularity point than other filling regions and competes with the antiferromagnetic correlation near the half-filling region. The perturbation study 24 showed that the change of the Van Hove singularity point by adjusting the next-nearest-neighbor hopping integral properly, 23 can lead to the situation where the bare spin susceptibility shows ferromagnetic correlation. So, we can see from the quantum Monte Carlo calculations that the high DOS near the Van Hove singularity point is crucially important to the enhancement of the ferromagnetic fluctuation.
In the same fillings discussed above, we also study the behaviors of pairing correlations in different channels. The imaginary-time pair-field operator is defined as 36, 37 
By the Fourier transform, the site-dependent pair-field operator is introduced,
where the sum runs over lattice sites l and neighboring sites i, and f ␣ ͑l͒ is the site-dependent form factor of electron pairs. Simple averages of pair-field operators vanish identically in a finite-sized system, so we turn to correlation functions. At finite temperature, the time-dependent pairing susceptibility is a useful probe for pairing interaction. [37] [38] [39] We define the uniform and zero-frequency ͑ =0͒ pairing susceptibility,
Considering the symmetry of the triangular lattice, possible form factors include the following six types:
The former three are singlet pairing and the latter three are triplet. Assuming that the triangular lattice is isotropic, the d x 2 −y 2 wave, d xy wave, p x wave, and p y wave are degenerate. We denote them as the d wave and p wave, as shown in Fig 8. The extended s wave and the f wave with next nearest neighbors are denoted as s wave and fn wave, respectively.
The behaviors of all kinds of pairing susceptibility do not change qualitatively in the major part of the filling region we studied. We show two typical fillings, ͗n͘ = 1.60 and ͗n͘ = 1.85. For the case of ͗n͘ = 1.60, as shown in Fig. 9 , one can see that up to the temperature T = 0.167͉t͉, all kinds of pairing susceptibility tend to increase, and the f wave increases fastest. However, it is not clear whether the susceptibilities keep growing at lower temperatures since the sign problem pre- vents simulations in the low-temperature regime. Figure 10 displays similar results for the filling, ͗n͘ = 1.85. It is clearly seen that the spin-triplet p-wave and f-wave pairing susceptibilities keep growing; particularly, the f wave still grows fastest, while the other waves ͑s wave, d wave, and fn wave͒ seem to saturate. Notice that these kinds of pairing susceptibilities contain the single-particle contribution, i.e., ͗c i↑ + c j↑ ͗͘c i+l↓ + c j+l Ј ↓ ͘, etc., which does not include the effects of particle-particle interaction. In order to extract the effective pairing interactions in different pairing channels, we also evaluate the single-particle contribution P ␣ ͑i , j͒, 32, 40 by replacing ͗c i↑ + c j↑ c i+l↓
Figs. 9 and 10, we plot P f for comparison. It is apparent that P f shows a very similar temperature dependence as P f . The effective pairing interaction, which can be estimated by the difference between P f and P f , is shown to be small. We also observe that the effective pairing interaction is stronger for ͗n͘ = 1.60 than for ͗n͘ = 1.85, demonstrating that increasing ferromagnetic spin fluctuations when approaching the Van Hove singularity contributes more to the f-wave pairing.
Although our results show that the ferromagnetic fluctuations enhance the f-wave pairing susceptibility more than other pairing susceptibilities, it is not clear how this triplet pairing correlation behaves in the lower temperature regime T Ͻ 0.1͉t͉. However, it is interesting to see that the f-wave pairing correlation dominates in a wide region where the system shows ferromagnetic fluctuation, which agrees with the perturbation studies on a relevant case. 24 The perturbation results suggested that a spin-triplet f-wave pairing is the most stable in a wide parameter range, and by tuning the position of the Van Hove singularity such as adding the nextnearest-neighbor hopping integral, the spin susceptibility shows a broad peak around ⌫ point, and these conditions stabilize the f-wave pairing. Combining symmetry-based considerations with inputs from available experimental results also shows the possibility of spin-triplet pairing in the filling region near the Van Hove singularity point. 29 Assuming that there exists an f-wave superconductivity at low temperatures, our numerical results suggest that the transition temperature would be very low due to the very weak pairing interaction. This is in good agreement with the perturbation calculation 24 and the high-temperature expansions, 32 where the f-wave instability was found to be weak in a wide filling region.
IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have studied the spin susceptibility ͑q͒, the ground state energy, and the pairing susceptibility of the single-band Hubbard model on the triangular lattice. We found that in the filling region above ͗n͘ = 1.5 ͑corre-sponding to the filling at the Van Hove singularity point͒, the system shows a weak short-ranged ferromagnetic correlation, which is slightly strengthened by the Coulomb interaction. We also saw that around the ferromagnetic region, the f-wave triplet pairing grows faster than other pairing channels, but the effective pairing interaction is very weak, which is consistent with the previous work 41 done by Kumar and Shastry. pairing susceptibility pairing susceptibility pairing susceptibility pairing susceptibility P: P: P: P:
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